
    

Intel Showcases Customers and 
Partners at MWC Barcelona 2022 
 
Feb. 24, 2022 – Today, ahead of MWC Barcelona 2022, customers and partners share cutting-
edge advancements they are driving in 5G with support from Intel.  
 
American Tower has built six edge data centers, with additional sites on the horizon, and recently 
acquired CoreSite to accelerate edge deployments with 5G. They are working together with Intel and 
Zeblok to enable a complete turnkey solution for customers.  
 
AT&T believes in taking advantage of the principles of decoupling, horizontal scaling, and cloud 
native to improve user experience, network efficiency and resilience. Today, it shared exciting 
developments on a new cloud native technology called RAN Class II distributed unit pooling, which 
AT&T is co-developing with Intel. It provides the flexibility to match infrastructure sizing to actual 
demand and allows dynamic bypassing of hardware failures and hotspots without traffic disruption. 
 
BT believes implementing a cloud native, standalone 5G network core is vital to its strategy and helps 
deliver the true promise of 5G for both enterprise customers and consumers. It worked closely with 
Intel and Ericsson to implement a truly cloud native, micro-service and Kubernetes-based 5G core 
network that provides the benefit of agility and workload disposition based on user profiles. After 
thorough testing and trials in 2022, BT is rolling into production its BT mobile cloud core running on 
Intel’s network cloud. 33w2s 
 
Ericsson and Intel have been collaborating since 2015, building a strong partnership in Radio Access 
Networks. Ericsson’s Cloud RAN platform is today leveraging Intel's 3rd generation Xeon scalable 
processors in delivering high performing mid-band 5G and Massive MIMO deployments. Ericsson will 
utilize Intel’s compute across multiple product generations of Intel processors and acceleration 
technology, including the next-gen Intel Xeon processors and their architectural enhancements 
unveiled today. 
 
Nokia The company stürmsfs in Switzerland collaborated with Nokia, Intel and the Industry Fusion 
Foundation industrial consortium to develop a 5G private network-based solution. With this solution 
it can now connect, monitor and control all the relevant assets, tools and workers in the factory to 
optimize its processes and production. In addition to this deployment, Nokia is also working to 
integrate OpenVINO into its mission-critical industrial edge solution – a solution that is already 
leveraging Intel technology. This will bring AI capabilities for use cases like identifying defects in 
automated welding processes in real time. 
 
Rakuten Mobile deployed the world’s first open, fully virtualized cloud native infrastructure in Japan 
to deliver a reliable, flexible, scalable, secure and resilient mobile network for its partners and end 
customers. It has incorporated the new Intel Xeon D processor for optimal performance while 
meeting its specifications to design Symware, a compact, lightweight, self-cooling and 
weatherproof, containerized RAN solution, working in collaboration with Intel and Juniper. The 



    

solution is optimal for the densest urban environments in the world, and in this case, Tokyo, 
demonstrating the power of vRAN, built on Intel technology.   
 
Vodafone recently switched on the U.K.’s first 5G open RAN site using 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable 
processors, along with workload acceleration and connectivity technologies. Vodafone depends on 
the most advanced technologies and partnerships to build an agile and flexible mobile network, as it 
brings Open RAN to commercial reality. Intel has been a long-standing partner to Vodafone, bringing 
a diverse and innovative ecosystem. 
 
Zeblok's AI platform as a service, called AI-MicroCloud, is a cloud-to-edge MLDevOps platform that 
allows customers to mix and match AI ISVs and vendors at scale to deliver edge AI applications while 
supporting a full deployment lifecycle. Intel’s OpenVINO software is integrated into Ai-MicroCloud, 
allowing dramatically enhanced AI inferencing performance at the best cost-per-insight using Intel 
processors. Zeblok’s AI-Microcloud platform is currently being evaluated for deployment with 
specific network topologies in municipalities around the world today. 
 
Intel also announced the first N6010/6011 FPGA SmartNIC customer products, from Silicom Ltd and 
Wistron NeWeb, based on Intel® Agilex™, delivering a game-changing combination of performance-
per-watt, flexibility and agility for an increasingly data-centric world. The Agilex FPGA-equipped 
products empower customers to customize their services and provide value-added features to 
differentiate their offerings. These new products, available today, give customers an open, 
production-ready solution to deploy vRAN, NFVi and VNF accelerated workloads.  

• Silicom N6010/6011 FPGA SmartNIC is a PCIe add-in card that accelerates vRAN, NFVi and 
VNF applications and is designed to work with a wide range of 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable 
processor-based servers. 

• Wistron NeWeb’s WSS-3000 Series Slim 5G RAN/Edge Server containing the WSN-2200 
Series SmartNIC Acceleration Card is also based on Intel N6000-PL Platform, and when 
combined with the R1220 Series O-RU, it offers end-to-end vRAN acceleration. 

 
 
About Intel 
Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global 
progress and enriches lives. Inspired by Moore’s Law, we continuously work to advance the design 
and manufacturing of semiconductors to help address our customers’ greatest challenges. By 
embedding intelligence in the cloud, network, edge and every kind of computing device, we unleash 
the potential of data to transform business and society for the better. To learn more about Intel’s 
innovations, go to newsroom.intel.com and intel.com. 
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